TRAVANCORE DEVASWOM BOARD
SABARIMALA DEVELOPMENT PROJECT
PATHANAMTHITTA
NOTICE INVITING TENDERS
No.SDP/EE/T-10/16-17
The Executive Engineer, Sabarimala Development Project, Pathanamthitta, on behalf of
the Travancore Devaswom Board, invites sealed competitive Tenders for the following
works from the registered contactors in Travancore Devaswom Board.

SL TENDER No
No

Name of work with PAC

EMD

1

SDP Sabarimala –converting the ground
floor of Malikappuram annadhanam into
aravana appom counter
PAC RS. 7,88,853/- (Re-Tender )
SDP Sabarimala M&M festival in 1192
ME repairs and maintenance to Fire
hydrant system at Sabarimala
PAC RS. 3,44,570/-(Re-Tender )
SDP Sabarimala –urgent repairs and
maintenance to the Maramath staff
quarters reg:
PAC RS. 9,58,443/-(Re-Tender )
SDP Sabarimala M&M festival in
1192ME supply of new extinguisher
(Re-Tender )

19,800/-

Cost of
tender
form VAT
Extra
1600+VAT

8700/-

700+VAT

24000/-

2000+VAT

2.5% of
the
quoted
rate
Sabarimala Devaswom –Urgent servicing 3800/to the air conditioners installed at various
points at Sabarimala, Sannidhanam reg;
PAC RS. 1,48,125/-(Re-Tender )

1400+VAT

SDP M&M festival in 1192ME Annual
Maintenance of Hammer Mill 20x10 at
flour mill Sabarimala reg:
PAC RS. 76,000/-(Re-Tender )
Sabarimala Devaswom supply and
installation of 1.5 T split air conditioners
at office complex reg:
PAC RS. 1,14,820/-(Re-Tender )
SDP Sabarimala M&M festivals in
1192ME maintenance to the pipe line
from Kunnar to Sabarimala and cleaning
various tank.
PAC RS.. 1,22,869/-(Re-Tender )
SDP
Sabarimala
–operation
of
incinerators installed at Sabarimala during
M&M festival in 1192ME conveyance
charges for departmentally supplied diesel
reg:
(Re-Tender )
SDP Sabarimala –renovation of executive
office reg:
PAC RS. 3,58,161/-(Re-Tender )
SDP Sabarimala draining and cleaning
Kunnar Dam in the year 2016.
PAC RS. 93540/-(Re-Tender )

2000/-

500+VAT

2900/-

500+VAT

3100/-

500+VAT

2.5% of
the
quoted
rate

500+VAT

9000/-

800+VAT

2400/-

500+VAT

2

SDP/EE/T278/16-17
SDP/EE/T279/16-17

3

SDP/EE/T280/16-17

4

SDP/EE/T281/16-17

5

SDP/EE/T282/16-17

6

SDP/EE/T283/16-17

7

SDP/EE/T284/16-17

8

SDP/EE/T285/16-17

9

SDP/EE/T286/16-17

10

SDP/EE/T287/16-17

11

SDP/EE/T288/16-17

500+VAT

SDP Sabarimala M&M festivals in
1192ME providing Temporary comfort
station PAC RS. 1,12,185/-(Re-Tender )
SDP Sabarimala paving interlocking
cobbles in front of incinerator 2& 3 reg:
PAC RS. 5,42,513/-(Re-Tender )
SDP
Sabarimala
–supplying
and
providing Ashlar stone blocks for
breaking coconuts on the eigher sides of
pathinettam Padi at Sabarimala
PAC RS. 4,55,000/-(Re-Tender )
SDP Sabarimala M&M festivals in
1192ME (2016-17) cleaning the rooms
and toilets in various buildings under the
possession of T.D.B
PAC RS. 48,70,000/-(Re-Tender )

12

SDP/EE/T289/16-17

2900/-

500+VAT

13

SDP/EE/T290/16-17

13,600/-

1100+VAT

14

SDP/EE/T291/16-17

11,400/-

1000+VAT

15

SDP/EE/T/
292/16-17

50,000/-

2500+VAT

16

SDP/EE/T293/16-17

SDP Pampa providing floor tiles to the 22,400/proposed dormitory near Njunagar Reg:
PAC RS. 8,92,582/- (Re-Tender )
SDP Nilackal M&M festival in 1192ME
900/maintenance to the police station
PAC RS. 32,491/-(Re-Tender )
SDP Pampa maintenance of drain and
2700/allied works at Pampa reg:
PAC RS. 1,07,186/-(Re-Tender )

1800+VAT

17

SDP/EE/T/
294/16-17

18

SDP/EE/T295/16-17

19

SDP/EE/T296/16-17

SDP Sabarimala M&M festivals in
1192ME- Repairs and maintenance to the
existing water supply and sanitary linesSupply of plumbing and sanitary materials
PAC Rs.7,60,945/SDP Sabarimala M&M festival in
1192ME operation of clarifier based water
purification plant for Bhasmakulam PAC
RS. 5,85,317/(Re-Tender )
SDP Sabarimala M&M festival in
1192ME engaging pipe line fitters and
chlorinator operator at Sabarimala reg:
PAC RS. 5,13,219/-(Re-Tender )
SDP Pampa Extension of retaining wall to
the steep portin at back side of post office
building reg:
PAC RS. 9,96,224/-(Re-Tender )
SDP Pampa Repairs and maintenance to
the Guard Room Roof reg:
PAC RS. 1,85,745/-(Re-Tender )
SDP Pampa Replacement of cylinders for
filter press at STP Cheriyanavattom,
Pampa reg:

19,200/-

1600+VAT

20

SDP/EE/T297/16-17

14700/-

1200+VAT

21

SDP/EE/T298/16-17

12,900/-

1100+VAT

22

SDP/EE/T299/16-17

25000/-

2000+VAT

23

SDP/EE/T300/16-17

4700/-

500+VAT

24

SDP/EE/T301/16-17

2.5% of
the
quoted
amount
2.5% of
the
quoted
amount
2.5% of
the
quoted
amount

800+VAT

25

SDP/EE/T302/16-17

SDP Pampa supply of 3nos HP electric
sludge pumpset at STP Cheriyanavattom
Pampa reg:

26

SDP/EE/T303/16-17

Sabarimala Devaswom supply and
instllation of 1.5T split air conditioner at
Sabari Nivas guest house reg:

300+VAT

500+VAT

500+VAT

1000+VAT

27

SDP/EE/T304/16/17

28

SDP/EE/T-305
/16-17
(A)

(B)

Quotation are invited from qualified and
experienced contractors for special and
traditional painting to the Pampa
Ganapathy temple with Nadapandal ,
Subshrines and temple structures using
special all guard metallic copper paint and
other appropriate materials to the walls
and roof structures including necessary
repairs and maintenance works to the
existing structure .The rate should include
cost of all materials, labour charges,
higher charges of equipments etc
complete The quotationer has to quote
rates for each item of work
Fabrication supply and installation of
loading Boxes (Front & Back) with chase
for Tractors :
Fabrication, Supply and Installation of
loading boxes with chase for tractors
comprising of
Front side box having
31”x33”x33” size with 33”x31” side panel
(4 nos) made with 32x32x6mm ms angle
supports all around, 32x32x6mmx31”
long ms angles as horizontal supports
(4nos), 32x32x6mm ms angle 33” long as
intermediate vertical support (1 no) and
for the bottom panel of 31”x33” size (1
no) made with 75x75x6mm ms angle 31”
long (2 nos) as intermediate horizontal
and cladding the inner portion using 16
gauge rust protected Japan Sheet.
Do….do Rear side box having
31”x50”x31” size with 31”x50” side panel
(4 nos) made with 32x32x6mm ms angle
support all around, 32x32x6mmx31” ms
angles as horizontal supports (4 nos)
32x32x6mm MS Angle 50” long as
intermediate vertical support (1 no) and
for the bottom panel of 31”x33” size (1
no) made with 75x75x6mm ms angle 31”
long (2 nos) as intermediate horizontal
and cladding the inner portion by using 16
gauge rust protected Japan Sheet.

(C )
Chase of 100x100 mm size box using
100x50x6 mm “C” Chanel by welding
flange to flange in order to make box of
size 100x100 mm (2 nos) having a total
length of 173 inches, welding together
using 100x50x6 mm “C” Chanel as chase
for tractor in order to support the front &
Back box as per standard specification.
(D)
A provision for door in each box with
necessary locking arrangements and three
coats of enamel spray painting over one
coat of iron primer and letter works etc
complete.

2.5% of
the
quoted
amount

1000+VAT

2.5% of
the
quoted
amount

500+VAT

29

SDP/EE/T306/16-17

30

SDP/EE/T307/16-17

31

SDP/EE/T308/16-17

32

SDP/EE/T309/16-17

33

SDP/EE/T310/16-17

34

SDP/EE/T311/16-17

35

SDP/EE/T312/16-17

36

SDP/EE/T313/16-17

37

SDP/EE/T/
314/16-17

38

SDP/EE/T315/16-17

39

SDP/EE/T/
316/16-17

SDP Sabarimala M&M festival in
1192ME repairs and maintenance to the
kannikkavanchies and Kudom and
painting to the watch tower
PAC RS. 2,60,666/-(Re-Tender )
Sabarimala Devaswom M&M festival in
1192ME labour charge for engaging
generator operator and electricians in
various points at Sabarimala
PAC RS. 3,19,572/-(Re-Tender )
SDP Nilackal M&M festivals in 1192ME
maintenance to the Accommodation for
police officers Devaswom building No. 3
PAC RS .2,74,882/-(Re-Tender )
Sabarimala constructing the new platform
for water Dispenser of various places at
Sabarimala reg:
PAC RS. 3,29,452/-(Re-Tender )
SDP Sabarimala M&M festivals in
1192ME providing sign Boards
PAC RS. 7,88,505/- (Re-Tender )
SDP Sabarimala M&M festivals in 1192
ME putting up temporary sheds for supply
of medicated drinking water and oxygen
parlour along traditional route from
Neelimiala to Sabarimala
PAC RS. 5,36,241/-(Re-Tender )
SDP
Sabarimala
–Repairs
and
Maintenances to the Hariharaputha
building at Jyothinagar
PAC RS. 3,81,549/-(Re-Tender )
Annual maintenance contract (AMC) for
computer server, nodes, printer, punching
machine, ID card printer, LAN etc,
provide VPS hosting service for the portal
and supply of antivirus for a period from
21/10/2016 to 20/10/2017 reg: PAC RS.
5,83,200/-(Re-Tender )
SDP Sabarimala M&M festivals in
1192ME repairs and maintenance to the
barricade
at
Chandrandan
road
,Saramkuthy route from Marakkootam
reg:PAC RS. 10,93,471/-(Re-Tender )

6,600/-

600+VAT

8000/-

700+VAT

6900/-

600+VAT

8300/-

700+VAT

19,800/-

1600+VAT

13,500/-

1100+VAT

9600/-

800+VAT

14600/-

1200+VAT

27400/-

2500+VAT

SDP Sabarimala M&M festivals in
1192ME putting up temporary sheds for
accommodating Police and Fire Force
special duty staff reg:
PAC RS. 12,16,905/-(Re-Tender )
SDP M&M festival in 1192ME
implement scalable, structured and
weather proof LAN to net work various
computers, punching machines and other
systems with back up of optical fiber

30,500/-

2500+VAT

2.5% of
the
quoted
rate

1200+VAT

40

SDP/EE/T317/16-17

41

SDP/EE/T318/16-17

42

SDP/EE/T319/16-17

43

SDP/EE/T320/16-17

44

SDP/EE/T321/16-17

45

SDP/EE/T322/16-17

46

SDP/EE/T323/16-17

47

SDP/EE/T324/16/17

48

SDP/EE/T325/16-17

49

SDP/EE/T326/16-17

50

SDP/EE/T327/16-17

51

SDP/EE/T/
328/16-17

52

SDP/EE/T329/16-17

cable between the trunk routs at
Sannidhanam(Re-Tender )
SDP Sabarimala M&M festival in
1192ME chlorinating the drinking water
to Ayyappa devotees –supply of spare
parts, servicing and refitting the
chlorinators (Re-Tender )
SDP Nilackal servicing duel media
(pressure and carbon filtter ) for drinking
water from Nilackal in connection with
M&M festivals in 1192ME PAC RS.
2,53,029/-(Re-Tender )
SDP Nilackal servicing APC chlorinators
and filter unit for disinfection of water
supply net work at Nilackal in connection
with M&M festivals in 1192ME reg:
PAC RS. 3,94,185/-(Re-Tender )
SDP Pampa construction RC retaining
wall near ICSE building for protecting the
front yard
PAC RS. 9,56,630/-(Re-Tender )
SDP Pampa providing parking facilities to
other department vehicle by utilizing the
vacant place at the opposite side of L
shape Toilet block
PAC RS. 4,31,046/-(Re-Tender )
SDP Pampa enclosing the west side of
new jaggary godown and providing ramp
for Heavy vehicles
PAC RS. 6,49,058/- (Re-Tender )
SDP Pampa providing and laying 60mm
thick interlocking block in front at new
jaggary godwon reg:
PAC RS. 5,39,036/-(Re-Tender )
SDP Pampa M&M festival in 1192ME
white washing water proof cement
painting ,painting letters and allied works
at STP Cheriyanavattom Pampa
PAC Rs. 1,93,790/-(Re-Tender )
SDP Pampa M&M festival in 1192ME
Engaging cleaners for cleaning roms and
periphery areas at pampa
PAC RS. 4,73,007/-(Re-Tender )
SDP Pampa M&M festival in 1192ME
repairs and maintenance to the police
barrack and police control room
PAC RS. 4,96,514/-(Re-Tender )
SDP Pampa M&M festival in 1192ME
providing two deck steel coats places at
various building at pampa
PAC RS. 5,60,460/-(Re-Tender )
SDP Pampa M&M festival in 1192ME
repairs and maintenance to the
modakappura
and
nadapandal
at
manalpuram PAC RS. 6,97,569/-(ReTender )
SDP Pampa cleaning the toilets at Pampa
Ganapathy temple premises building and
other department building
PAC RS. 3,47,313/-(Re-Tender )

2.5% of
the
quoted
amount

600+VAT

6400/-

600+VAT

9900/-

800+VAT

24000/-

2000+VAT

10800/-

900+VAT

16300/-

1300+VAT

13500/-

1100+VAT

4900/-

500+VAT

11900/-

1000+VAT

12500/-

1000+VAT

14100/-

1300+VAT

17500/-

1400+VAT

8700/-

700+VAT

53

SDP/EE/T330/16-17

54

SDP/EE/T331/16-17

SDP Pampa converting the existing toilet 12800/block ‘H’ in to dormitory for special duty
staff.
PAC RS. 5,10,460/-(Re-Tender )
SDP Pampa M&M in1192ME repairs and 17000/maintenance to the latrine block at
appachimedu and Neelimala and urinal at
Charalmedu PAC RS. 6,79,516/-(ReTender )

1100+VAT

1400+VAT

SDP/EE/T-278 TO T- 331
DETAILS
Sale of tender documents

18 -10 - 2016 1 PM

Last date of receipt of tender

18- 10 - 2016

Date and time of opening of tender

3.00 PM

1 8 - 10 -2016 3.30PM

TERMS AND CONDITIONS
1)The EMD should be in the form of deposit receipt from any of the
Nationalized/Scheduled bank pledged in favour of the Executive Engineer,
Sabarimala Development Project, Pathanamthitta (2) PAC up to 6.00Lacs ‘D’
class and above PAC up to 50.00 Lacs “C” class and above Civil, Electrical
works PAC upto 5 lacks “C” class and above PAC upto 25 Lacks “B” class and
above .(3) TDB reserves the right to reject any tender without assigning any
reason. (4)For the work under serial No. 4,9,24,25,26,27,28,39,40, item wise
rate should quoted registered firms and companies can also be participated (5) If
the last date of tender happens to be a holiday ,the tender will be received and
opened in the next working day at the same time prescribed..(6) All other
conditions of invitation of tender in the TDB will be applicable to this tender also.
(7). More information can be have from the office of the undersigned on all
working days during working hours.
.
Pathanamthitta
13 - 10 -2016
.
Executive Engineer
Sabarimala Development Project.
Pathanamthitta
(for and behalf of Travancore Devaswom Board)

